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This invention relates to improvements in med 
ical exercising devices. 
More particularly’ the invention relates to med 

ical or orthopaedic devices adapted to exercise 
the feet and the legs as» well‘as the hands and 
arms of disabled or ailing-persons. 

It is an object of this invention to provide an 
apparatus of this kind constructed as ‘an attach 
ment to any usual chair, sickbed or thelike. 
Afurther object of the-7 invention is to provide 

in'an apparatusof thercharacter' speci?ed means 
for'easily» attaching andadjusting said apparatus 
to chairs of various shape and size. 

It is another-objectofithe invention to provide 
a medical or orthopaedic exercising device where 
in the same means'are adapted-‘for exercising the 
feet as well'as the handsof ;'an individual. This 
can be performed accordingpto the invention by 
swinging the working parts .ofthe device from 
one position to another, as will be explained 
later on. 

Another object of the invention is to provide 
in an apparatus as speci?ed,‘ adjustable means 
for resisting to a greater or less degree the action 
of themembers 0f the body incident to the opera 
tion; of the device, so that theeapparatus maybe 
adapted to the needs and > to the ability~ and 
strength of the individual using the same. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

the invention consists in the combination and 
arrangements of parts to be hereinafter fully 
described and pointed out in the appended claims. 
The drawings are intended for illustration only. 
Changes in shape, form, or arrangements of 

parts may be made without departing from the 
spirit of the invention. 
In the drawings: 
Fig. l is a perspective view of an embodiment 

of a medical exercising apparatus according to 
the invention, attached to a chair; 

Fig. 2 is a top view of the device illustrated in 
Fig. 1; 

Fig. 3 is a side view in enlarged scale of part 
of the exercising device proper shown in Figs. 1 
and 2; 

Fig. 4 is a fragmentary front view of said exer 
cising device proper; 

Fig. 5 shows diagrammatically a modi?cation 
of an exercising apparatus according to the in 
vention attached to a chair. 

Referring now to the drawings, my new appa 
ratus comprises a welded frame I, preferably of 
3A" pipe, carrying the exercising device E. 
One end of said frame is to be attached to the 

chair of the patient, whereas the other end rests, 

2 
for instance,‘ on'the-floorasshown in Figs; 1and~=5£ 

The‘ end offrame l1. attached *to-‘ltheepatienti's 
chair is provided» with a ‘tubal capable-pf‘ *revolw 
ing'between-collars 81and1'8" initwo clamps-:3 
and 3‘. 

Said clamps 3 and» 3’: ' are~attached~to= tubeslf 
and-2” (Fig. 2) which are telescopically=slidable 

' in tube 2 in order-to =permit:adjustment -~of {the 
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width of the apparatus; to/b‘e'attached- tov'aechair, 
to the width of this chair. 
The clam-ps- 3 and '33‘- "surroundiuprights‘island 

5’~, which are-thus. ad-justabl'ee-to?oor~lever by 
loosening. ' wing-nuts- 611 and}; 6t.’ The.-.-uprights .i; 5 
and 5-’. transfer-the load of‘ the=device¢to the-?oor 
and may be fastened to the front chairzlegsrby 
thong-mappings; or. other: suitable 1 devices: or 
means.’ 
On 1 theirame» I is~».mounted-, adiustableeasato 

position,‘the=exercising~device1E; consistingessen 
tially of two arms rotatableund'er:frictiomand 
adjustable to the strength and orthopedicneeds 
of; the patient. 
'As shown in Figs.v li-and 2§-_a ‘base-plate BKofIthe 

exercising device: (Figs.- scgnd *4’) may betfastened 
in various positions alongfrarnecl-l; determined‘by 
holes I51;- in-tmwhich-pegs-i-G -insert;.the whole 
combination being ‘clamped- 1tight>by~clamp plate 
i ‘I and screw: and‘ wing-nut il 8'.‘ 
Base plate 9 is provided with two uprights Ill 

with bearing holes which carry a shaft l I. 
At each end of shaft ll, arranged at an angle 

of 180° to each other, are cranks I2 with stand 
ard pedals and/or handles l3 provided at right 
angles thereto, 
The cranks l2 are slotted to permit of adjust 

ing their effective length by shifting the posi 
tion of pedals l3 relative thereto by means of 
nut and screw [4. 
A rod l9 supports a brake-bar 20 to which is 

bonded a brake lining 2|. Rod. I9 is provided 
with a collar pin 22 and a washer 23 in order to 
effectively hold the brake-bar 20. 
A bolt 24 passes through a hole in the other 

end of the brake-bar 20, which is fastened at 
its lower end to base plate 9. Around bolt 24 
and above brake-bar 20, a compression spring 25 
is provided, adjustable by a hand-wheel 26. This 
adjustable braking device operates on brake-drum 
22, which is rigidly connected with shaft II. 
In the use the apparatus according to the in 

vention is ?rst connected with the chair of the 
patient, thereby adjusting its width to the width 
of the chair by regulating the position of tubes 
2' and 2" and clamps 3 and 3’ and the length of 
the uprights 5 and 5' as described heretofore. 
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Then the position of the exercising device E 
is adjusted to suit the length of the patient’s legs 
or arms, respectively, by fastening base plate 9 
in proper position on frame I. 
Furthermore, the right position of the pedals 

or handles will be arranged by ?xing the same 
in proper position in cranks 12. 

Also, in order to adjust the resistance of the 
exercising device to the action of the feet or 
hands of the patient in accordance with the 
needs or the strength of the user, the braking 
device 20, 2|, is regulated as explained hereto 
fore. 
According to whether the feet or the hands of 

the patient are to be exercised, the position of 
the exercising device E may be changed by swing 
ing frame I from one position to another there 
by bringing said exercising device nearer to or 
farther from the patient (Figs. 1 and 5): as men 
tioned before, the end of frame I which is at 
tached to the chair comprises a tube 2 arranged 
for turning between collars 8 and 8'. Set screws 
4 and 4' provided in said collars permit the fas 
tening of frame I together with the exercising 
device E in any desired position. Preferably, 
however, for exercising'the feet, frame I may rest 
on the floor A, as shown in Figs. 1 and 5, and for 
exercising the hands the frame may lean against 
a wall B of a room as shown in dashed lines of 
Fig. 5. . 

In the embodiment of the invention illustrated 
in Fig. 5 special stays S are provided, hinged on 
frame I and thereby adapted to support said 
frame when leaning on the wall or resting on 
the floor. . . 

Although I have described preferred embodi 
ments of my invention, it is obvious that many 
changes could be made in the construction of the 
apparatus without departing from the spirit and 
scope of the invention. 

I claim: 
1. As a supplementary device, a medical ex 

ercising apparatus for both upper and lower ex 
tremities, easily adjustable to a seat, a frame 
work which comprises in combination mount 
tracks carrying an exercising device of the crank 
arms type slidably arranged on said tracks; means 
to secure said exercising device on said tracks in 
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various desired positions; means for connecting 
said tracks to straight front parts of said seat, 
said connecting means comprising two uprights 
and a horizontal rod connectedv with said tracks 
and turnably arranged at the top of said up 
rights; and means for adjusting and connecting 
said uprights to the straight front parts of said 
seat. 

2. In the device set forth in claim 1, means 
for ?xing the position of said tracks turnably 
arranged in the framework by means of said 
turnable horizontal rod in the position required 
for exercising the upper and the lower extremi 
ties, respectively. 

3. As a supplementary device, a medical exer 
cising apparatus for both upper and lower ex 
tremities, easily adjustable to a seat, a frame 
work‘ which comprises in combination mount 
tracks carrying an exercising device of the crank 
arms type slidably arranged on said tracks; means 
to secure said exercising device on said tracks in 
various desired positions; means for connecting 
said tracks to straight front legs of said seat, said 
connecting means comprising two uprights and 
a horizontal rod connected with said tracks and 
turnably arranged at the top of said uprights; 
and means for. adjusting and connecting said up 
rights to the straight front legs of said seat, in 
which the tips of said uprights are situated lower 
than the tips of said front legs of the seat, in 
order to transfer the load of the framework and 
the exercising device from the seatto the up 
rights. ' 

RUDOLPH J. BOYKO. 
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